PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
Axiado Strengthens Its Advisory Board and Executive Team with Industry Veterans

Company appoints a cybersecurity expert to Advisory Board and adds three semiconductor leaders from Intel, Cisco, Qualcomm and Marvell.

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA — June 30, 2022 — Axiado Corporation, an AI-enhanced hardware security company, announced four new additions to their leadership lineup as the company pushes forward in preparation for the market launch of their new class of trusted control/compute unit (TCU) processors and market expansion of their security technologies.

Srinivas Mukkamala, Ph.D., Senior Vice President of Security Products at IT software company Ivanti joins Axiado’s Advisory Board to help drive innovation in integrated security solutions. Mukkamala is widely recognized as an authority in artificial intelligence and neural networks communities. His lengthy experience in working with national cybersecurity helps Axiado expand its security technologies to new customers.

Preparing to launch the TCU into the cybersecurity market, impacting data centers, 5G base stations, and networks, Axiado adds three vice presidents in engineering and marketing:

Sanjeev Khushu was appointed Vice President of Engineering. Khushu has over 20 years of experience in multiple domains of engineering, including system, architecture, hardware, software, and AI, in companies such as Intel and Qualcomm. Khushu has made substantial contributions to Intel’s compute architecture by introducing the first generations of the IA Hybrid compute and the 3D-stacked system on a chip. At Qualcomm, Khushu led Snapdragon product families in smartphones, wearables, and automotive products from concept to commercialization.

Srini Kode was appointed Vice President of Software Engineering. Kode has over 25 years of experience in software for embedded systems, including architecture, design, development and testing in companies such as Cisco, Qualcomm, Com21 and Texas Instruments. At Qualcomm, Kode significantly contributed to launching Wi-Fi router products like Eero and Google.

Lakshmikant (LK) Bhupathi was appointed Vice President of Technical Marketing. Bhupathi has over 25 years of product marketing, technical marketing and design engineering experience with companies such as Marvell, Fujitsu, Tabula, and Aquantia. Aquantia’s IPO took place during his tenure as a company executive.

For more information on Axiado’s leadership team, please visit axiado.com/company.
About Axiado

Axiado is a cybersecurity semiconductor company deploying a novel, AI-driven approach to platform security against ransomware, supply chain, side-channel and other cyberattacks in the growing ecosystem of cloud data centers, 5G networks and other disaggregated compute networks. The company is introducing the next game-changing innovation in cybersecurity, a new class of processors called the trusted control/compute unit (TCU). Axiado TCU redefines security from the ground-up: its hardware-based and AI-driven security technologies include Secure Vault™ root-of-trust/cryptography core and per-platform Secure AI™ pre-emptive threat detection engine. Company was founded in San José, California, in 2017 with a mission to protect the users of everyday technologies from digital threats.

For more information about Axiado, please visit axiado.com or follow @AxiadoCorp.
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